
Chod rig 
A quick step by step guide on tying the Chod rig. 

Below are the components that you will need to tie the rig 

 

As the material usually used to tie the chod rig are quite thick it can sometimes be a struggle to pass 
the hook link through the eye of the hook 3 times. In the steps below, it will be demonstrated how 
to tie the chod rig using the whipping knot as also with the D-rig. Alternatively, if the hooks you are 

using have a generous sized eye and can pass the hook link through 3 times then you can also tie the 
chod rig using a knotless knot 

Start with forming a loop in your chosen hook link material and passing the small tag through the 
back of the eye 

 

 

 

 

 



Whip the material down the shank roughly 8 times and trap the formed coils using your thumb and 
index finger 

 

Push the small tag back through the eye and pull the knot down, always remembering to moisten 
the knot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Next pass the tag on the right back through the eye of the hook 

 

Pull both tags tight and the knot will butt up against the eye. Slide on a micro swivel to the other tag 

 

Pass the tag through the back of the eye of the hook forming the D 

 

 



Trim the tag and blob the end of the tag with a lighter to stop the hook link pulling back through the 
eye. Next using a small ring swivel pass the hook link through the swivel (side not with the ring) and 
decide how long roughly you want the chod to be. Remember when pulling the knot tight the length 

of the chod will extend slightly 

 

Using a two-turn blood knot tie the hook link to the swivel 

 

Moisten the knot and pull down tight ideally with two knot pullers 

 



Trim off the tag and blob the end. Form the curve in the hook link either by using steam and cone 
(please be careful) or using your thumb and index finger 

 

The finished rig can either be used as a chod or attached to a boom section to create stiff hinged rig 
(if using astiff boom) or if you are fishing that is slightly weedy then a soft boom would be ideal 

Affordable Angling components used: 

Micro Swivels 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/rig-components/products/micro-swivels 

Flexi Ring Swivel 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/rig-components/products/flexi-ring-swivel 

Knot Puller 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/baiting-tools/products/knot-puller 

Additional/alternative components: 

Bait Screws - Oval Ring (alternative to the micro swivel) 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/rig-components/products/bait-screws-oval-ring 

Micro Ring Swivels (alternative to the micro swivel) 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/rig-components/products/micro-ring-swivels 

 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/rig-components/products/micro-swivels
https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/rig-components/products/flexi-ring-swivel
https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/baiting-tools/products/knot-puller
https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/rig-components/products/bait-screws-oval-ring
https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/rig-components/products/micro-ring-swivels

